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Flag waving
Area lawmakers scurry
to amend the Constitution

y, the Friday, June 8, sting
by the Fort Lauderdale,
ice may have seemed like
r bust.
undercover policeman
a store to purchase "contraand he did just that. The
· r was arrested and taken

By CAM SIMPSON
Editor in chief

h of the country is used to
'es, just another drug bust
in Florida. But this story is
l

contraband was not drugs or
was only a record album, a
album Florida Gov. Bob
z has called "audio pornogwhen has selling records

an illegal act? Since three

counties decided to ban the
up 2 Live Crew's newest
As Nasty As They Want To
being obscene.
country is once again caught
battle between the First
dment right of free expres-

•Continued on page 2
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opens Thursday in
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ive Crew
ts its rap
attoon

s. and women's groups espey have complained that the
, which can be purchased in
st one Mattoon music store,
rs disrespect for women.
ut are the lyrics obscene? In the
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Hooked up
Fred Hartbank, a Central Illinois Public Service employee, installs
temporary electrical service for construction of the new billiard hall
next to Hardee's on Fourth Street Monday afternoon.

Only one lawmaker representing
the Charleston area said Monday he
is undecided about amending the
Constitution to forbid desecration
of the American flag, a form of
expression now protected by the
First Amendment.
Meanwhile, opposition to .the
amendment has thus far come from
only one of the area's other four
officeholders.
U.S. Rep. Terry Bruce, D-Olney,
has still not made up his mind
about the issue and any comments
one way or the other would be
"premature," a Bruce spokesman
said.
"He has told me just today that
this is too important an issue to rush
into judgement on," Mike Casey, a
Bruce spokesman , said in a telephone interview from Washington
Monday. "He will await subcommittee and committee testimon
be ore making any decision on the
amendment."
Bruce is facing a November election against Republican opponent
Bob Kearns, a U.S. Air Force veteran who has already said he will
support the flag amendment.
When asked if the issue was
placing any extra pressure on Bruce
because of the November election,
Casey declined comment, saying

iris gear.for politics, governor's visit
e girls here are steeped in tradition,
giving their individual renditions of
constitutes good citizenship.
bout 560 girls from across Illinois have
to Eastern, to learn about good citiip and politicking.
y are preparing for a culmination on
rsday, that's the big election day. a
'nt at which their endeavors will be
e reason for all this tradition is that

year, at this camp. there is something in
air, the feeling that this, the 50th
rican Legion Auxiliary's Illini Girls
, is somehow set apart because of its
-century distinction.
The leadership camp for girls, which
Sunday on Eastern 's campus, is a
of female equivalent of the American
ion's Premier Boys State.
The girls, who become "citizens" in
ical cities and counties, vote for their
city, county and state officials.
"We try to simulate the real world as
as possible," said JoAnn Shafer, the
r of public relations for Girls State.
ing to reproduce real world politics is
of moral imperative for the sponsors,
o go so far as to have the Board of
tions bring real voting machines to
s State.

• Attorney General Neil
Hartigan speaks to Girls
Staters. Page 3
• Big Jim says goodbye to
Boys State. Page 7
"Having the machines for the girls to use
is a nice touch," Shafer said.
For most of the girls this will be their
first crack at a real voting booth, the first
time to know how it feels.
"It's always a bit different with the
machine," Shafer said. "It's more authentic
and a bit intimidating."
And the booths will be in operation just
in time for a visit from someone who has
voted, and been voted for, from a real voting booth.
Gov. Jim Thompson will stop at Girls
State to offer some parting words - this will
be his last visit to the leadership camp as
governor - and maybe even a little cash.
Last Thursday, Thompson gave a sentimental goodbye at Boys State after 14 consecutive visits~ bringing with him a $14,000
·gift to be used for scholarships.
Shafer said she has no doubt that
Thompson will be as generou·= with the
girls as he was with the boys. 'The governor is not the kind of man who would do
something like that (give one group money
and not the other)."

In fact, Thompson said he has only had
to miss one Girls State along the way
because of a knee injury. "I enjoy coming,"
the governor said. "Boys State and Girls
State are very special for me."
Last year's Girls State governor, Leah
Schindel, will preside at the assembly at
which Thompson will speak. And the Big
Rock native said she looks forward to the
pomp and circumstance.
But unlike many Boys State governors,
who traditionally wish to pursue careers in
politics, Schindel wants to move into the
world of broadcasting. "I figure all of this
talking will come in handy for that," she
said. "I enjoy speaking to large crowds, so
a career jn communications seems natural."
A career in TV news seems all the more
accessible to Schindel considering former
Today co-host Jane Pauley was once a Girls
Stater in her home state of Indiana. "I really
think the program helped me," Schindel
said, "for whatever I decide to do."
Just as Pauley learned about the fickleness of TV with Deborah Norville,
Schindel will learn that in politics no one
sticks around forever either.
Schindel will be replaced by a new governor at an inauguration Thursday evening,
but until then she'll lead assemblies and
generally prepare the girls for the coming
days. "I want to offer my experience to
these girls," she said. "I feel like I owe it to
them."

"that is a campaign question and I
am not authorized to talk about
campaign issues."
But Richard Goodrick , chair of
Eastern 's political science department, said the entire controversy
may amount to a campaign issue.
with incumbent.s scrambling to take
early action on the "highly emotional" issue as more piercing problems are left unattended.
"As you come down toward the
November election, it's a great
thing to have on your side,"
Goodrick said. "To be able to wrap
yourself in the flag is a great thing
to have.
"Basically it is a diversion.''
Goodrick said. "If public pressure
gets diverted on something like the
flag issue ... they are not going to
be thinking about the savings and
loan (scandal) or the huge national
debt."
The bill to alter the First
Amendment to protect the
American fla from desecration
arose rom the fury over a 5-4
Supreme Court decision last week
in which the majority of justices
ruled that burning the flag was a
constitutionally protected form of
speech.'
In rhat ruling, the justices said a
federal law forbidding flag burning
was unconstitutional. It was the

•Continued on page 2

Flag waving
•From page 1
defection," Goodrick said, referring
second such decision from the high to Democrats who will leave the
court during the last year.
party and vote Republican because
Subsequently, lawmakers have of Simon's stance.
His opponent, U. S. Rep . Lynn
moved to amend the constitution and
one bill has already cleared through Marti_n, R-Loves Park, has publicly
the House Judiciary Subcommittee supported the proposed amend-ment.
on Civil and Constitutional Rights, In addition, she was one of the
the first of several hurdles there.
original sponsors of a similar
In the Senate, a similar bill is Constitutional amendment when the
scheduled for hearings on Thursday issue first arose in the House of
in the Judiciary Committee.
· Representatives.last year.
All of the lawmakers contacted
But federal politicians are not the
Monday agreed that the issue was only ones who have been brought
highly politicized, even in its early into the fray of the flag.
stages, and action should be
Charleston's two state state
completed before November.
legislators, Sen. Harry "Babe"
Sen. Paul Simon, D-111., who, like Woodyard, R-Chrisman, and Rep.
Bruce, faces a November election Mike Weaver, R-Charleston, both
challenge, has decided to take what said they support the amendment and
he calls "the unpopular stance" on agreed that it is shaping up to be the
the issue by opposing an amendment hottest issue in this year's General
to the Constitution.
Assembly.
"I disagreed with the Supreme
Weaver said he has only received
Court decision," Simon said on the two phone c·alls on the issue so far,
floor of the U.S. Senate last week, but he expects that number to
adding that Congress should have the increase when the amendment, if
power to outlaw flag burning passed by the U.S. Congress, reaches
through legislation.
the states.
"But we ought not, in a sudden
"Although we're used to dealing
rush and for the first time in 200 with emotional issues, this year's
years, amend the bill of rights," session is somewhat devoid of
Simon told his colleagues. "I am them," Weaver said. "And I think
offended by someone burning the that's why there was a lot of activity
flag and I am offended by someone around this."
burning the Bible ... But every time
Woodyard also said the issue
one of these things happens that would be highly charged in the
offends us, we cannot amend the Illinois Senate. He said he has
Constitution."
received 40 constituent phone calls
Although he could not be reached in the last week supporting the
for comment, Sen. Alan Dixon, D- amendment.
Ill., has publicly stated that he favors
"I don't know that we can say that
the flag amendment. Dixon is not this was a big issue this spring at the
running for re-election this year.
General Assembly," Woodyard said.
But David Carle, a spokesman for "But all of 1 the sudden this has
·Simon, said the-issue of Simon's re- · become a the big issue because of a
,elyctiqn , ~~~ .sl19ulg. h;iye no bt;aring , lot. of public 9utpouring."
on his amendment stance.
Woodyard, a veteran of the U.S.
"He refuses to let politics enter Army, said his own_experiences have
into a serious decision like this," led him to support the amendment.
Carle said. "Politics is not the reason
"In my own case, personally, I am
he has come to this decision. It is a just very appalled at somebody that
very serious decision."
would in some way desecrate
However, Goodrick said the something that a lot of folks have
decision may be more serious for sure spent a lot of time and money
Simon than the senator realizes.
and lives to protect," he said. "I don't
"That will definitely hurt him and understand that."
I'm sure that will cause some

1/6 From page 1

song "Dirty Nursery Rhymes" 2
Live Crew says:
"Momma Bear and Poppa Bear
went for a walk in the forest!
Momma Bear asked Poppa Bear
could he eat her porridge
Poppa hear said 'shit hitch, you
must think/' m sick'
Just get down here on your knees
and suck this bear ass dick."
Most states define "obscenity"
in much the same way as the
Supreme Court did in the
landmark Miller vs. California
decision of 1973.
The three-part test for
obscenity specifies that the
material must be offensive to
"contemporary adult community
standards," and that the material
"depicts -or describes, in a
patently offensive way, ultimate
sexual acts, whether normal or
perverted," and "'taken as a
whole, it lacks serious literary,
artistic, political or scientific
value."
Apparently, 2 Live Crew
meets, or does not meet, the
"obscenity" test, at least not in
Florida.
The store owner was arrested
after a federal judge upheld local
ordinances that banned the sale of
obscene material. The court ruled
the lyrics were obscene according
to the Florida statute and anyone
selling such material may be
prosecuted.
The arrests have been met by:
claims that 2 Live Crew's First
Amendment rights have been
violated, a general outcry from
the entertainment industry and an
all-out media blitz orchestrated by
those on both sides of the issue.
As Nasty As They Want To Be
has made some communities take
another look at their obscenity
standards. A community in
California followed the Florida
county's examples and banned
the material. Still others allow the
album to remain on the shelves.
Charleston and Mattoon are no
different. The album is not
available in Charleston, but one

*Donna *Sue
*Michele *Brenda
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never have carried the albu
corporate higher-ups would
had time to listen to it.
"Sometimes we're a Ii
-slow," Jeannot said.
Both Wal-mart's and K-m
refusal to carry the album
the result of corporate decisi
and not the result of outs
pressure, officials for the st
said.
Radio stations are also ca
up in the controversy. Matt McCann is the prog
director atWLRW radio in C
paign. In his words "We 're
only radio station in Cen
Illinois who would even con ·
playing the disc," McCann
And the disc he referred to
"not-so-hot," or a less vu!
version of a Nasty single.
As for versions appearing
the original album, McCann
"We've not played it nor will
It's obviously not acceptable
the radio."
Besides the obvious ques ·
about decency, McCann sai
dido 't play the album much
to the controversy anyway.
not a hit album. It never ob ·
any kind of numbers. It n
came close to charting."
In fact, 2 Live Crew c
hardly sell an album before
Florida banning. That's
different now. 2 Live Cre
regularly mentioned in the
2 Live Crew has even made
talk show circuit.
"It's amazing. It's selling
wild fire with all the public
Triestram said. He estim
Mister Music sells 30 to
copies of the album weekly
the nationally public'
controversy.
Again, 2 Live Crew says:
"Jack and Jill went up the hi
have a little fun/ Jack got
and kicked Jill in the ass c
she couldn't make him cum."
Art or filth? Regardless,
are buying Nasty As They
To Be. But they can only b
where others are willing to se

•••••••••••••••••••••

GJJo.nnq, 's r;Jfair Creations
For a Professional Job Call:

store in Mattoon does carry it,
with restrictions.
"We don't have it in the front
window," said Kevin Triestram,
the 11-year manager of the
privately-owned Mister Music
record store in Cross County Mall
in Mattoon.
With a few exceptions, Triestram said, the complaints have
been minor. "Some parents have
come back with the (album)," he
said.
· To alleviate some of the
problem, Triestram said, "we've
implemented an 18 to purchase."
The album is marked with an
orange sticker that informs the
buyer he must be at least 18years-old to buy it.
In Triestram 's opinion, albums
should be subjected to the same ·
kind of rating system as movies.
The "obscene" albums could then
be clearly marked with a colored
sticker.
"The record industry should
come up with some sort of
guidelines," Triestram said.
This course of action, not
banning, could be the answer to
the "obscenity" problem. "We
don't police movies," Triestram
said, inferring that musical works
should be afforded the same
courtesy.
Other local merchants
expressed very different opinions.
Neither of the two other stores
that sell records in the
Charleston/Mattoon area, Walmart or K-mart, will sell the
album.
"I'm relieved to say we don't,"
said Bret Hayley, assistant
manager of the Charleston Walmart. "It's an imag~ we don't
want to have."
K-mart did have the album for
a short time, but Bob Jeannot,
manager of the Mattoon · store,
said after corporate officials heard
the recording they changed their
minds.
"We elected not to carry it, and
then pulled it off the shelves,"
Jeannot said.
Jeannot said K-mart would

Photo editor ...... .. .. .. .. .. .... ......... .. .Carl Walk
Copy desk ......... Pete Scales. Susan Stark
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rtigan
ps at
Is State

's interesting, since I startming here in 1973, as lieu.t governor of the state,
have been changes and
unities that have occurred
omen, which were long
due," he said. "These
en have an even greater
nge confronting them.
accepted the invitation to
e tonight," Hartigan said.
tell you what's going on in
ois and the rest of the
told the girls to 'be cogt of the past year, and all of
istorical ramifications. He
people all over the world
tarting to stand up for their

s.
It was over a year ago we

I
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Waste dumping lawwon't cost Eastern
By AMBER GRIMES
Campus editor

ey General Neil Hartught with him hopes of
goals on which to focus
s' future in a speech
y evening at Dvorak
Hall.
igan, in town to address
erican Legion AuxUllini Girls State, was poshis speech, wasting no
Hing the crowd just .how
grateful for the invitacome and participate as a
te speaker here at Girls
the gubernatorial candiid. "This is perhaps one
favorite parts of office.
u people are leaders,"
an told the girls, deliverspeech similar to the one
we last week at Boys State.
are) leaders with a · sense
· ism about what you can
, of a way of the future for

(

Eastern seems to be a cut above
the rest - the rest of Charleston that
is. Since Eastern implimented the
policy of either composting or letting grass clippings lie on the
ground after being cut, a new yard
waste law that goes into effect on
July 1 won't have any costly impact
·
on tlie university.
The new law, passed in an effort
to cut down the bulk that yard
waste in Iliniois garbage disposal
site.s, states t)J.at residents ·cannot
leave J:he grass,Ieave, branches .and
other yard wastes . regular waste
pkk up. , ·
· ·
It also prohibits waste haulers
from picking up these yard wastes
with regular refuse collection.
Landfills are also prohibited from
accepting yard wastes.
A recent study by the Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency
claimed that yard waste took up
approximately 20 percent of state
landfill space. Because room for
landfills becoming scarce in urban
areas especially, drastic measures
had to be taken by the the government to limit the amount of dumping.
In Chicago officals hope the
profits from selling compost will
help pay for the service it plans to

for

MARK BRILLHART/Photo editor

Illinois' Attorney General Neil Hartigan talks to Girls State participants Monday evening in Dvorak Concert Hall. Hartigan made a similar stop in Charleston last week for Boys State.
saw students in front of tanks in
Tiananmen Square to protest for
something they believed in,"
Hartigan said. "So many things
have happened in the past year
that have made us think of the
consequences of their actions."
But Hartigan also addressed
the girls in a more personal way
in an effort to give his speech
some local significance.
"All of our generations have
accepted the responsibility of
standing up for something they
believe in," he said. "That's why
your opportunity here at Girls
State is a unique one."
Part of that challenge would
inclpde conquering the world's
· environmental problems, Harti-

give with a separate yard waste
pickup program. The city plans to
install a separate compost facility
south of town that would tum grass
piles into profit as well as producing fertilizer for the city's parks.
Fortunately, Eastern has enough
ways to utilize the grass clippings
that they will not have to employ
the services of outside garbage collectors.
"We either let the clippings lie on
the ground or we can compost it,"
said Vic Robeson, physical plant
director, J,'he physical plant uses. the
. ~ompost pi~e be.l)ind ~he p)ant to
dµmp any grass dippings that are
too long to leave lie on the ground.
Another alternative is to use the
grass clippings to enrich the
ground.
Had this new law gone into effect
last year, than Eastern might have
had a problem. About a year ago
the grass clippings from Eastern 's
fields were disposed of in a .landfill.
Robeson is confident that the
current ways of disposing of the
grass clippings here on campus are
··
adequate.
"I don't !lnticipate any problems," said Robeson.
He is not as optimistic about the
residential areas though.
"It will create a problem for the
residential area, but not at the uniyersity," Robeson said .

gan said.
"What about taking the environmental crisis and turning it
into an environmental opportuCharleston's City Council will
nity?" he asked. "What are the
meet Tuesday evening to discuss
environmental answers?
When he was asked how it street improvements as well as
felt to be speak.i ng on Jim other business.
·On Tuesday's,agebda ·are resolu- "
Edgar's home·i~rf~ Hartigan
tions to ac'q uire property alongresponded with enthusiasm . Fourth, Fifth ·and Sixth streets and
despite the fact that Edgar, a Madison Avenue to widen and
Charleston native running make improvements. Turn lanes
against hiin for governor, wiU also will be added.
The council will hear a resolution
be here this week.
"Well I think it's my hometurf for additional street lights on the
too," he said. "I have always northwest end of Lincoln Avenue.
Council member Bruce Scism
thought, since the day I was
said the improvements are part of a ·
inaugurated lieutenant governor
state improvement plan. The city
that we should be one state, one will only have to raise one/sixth of
people."
$600,000 total c:ost of the project.

Council to discuss city streets
"We want to make the streets
more accessible," Scism said.
A resolution will be put for concerning '.thir sale of tobacco. products

to"fliri<rrs:·Scism ·~ai<t>:t~ -cmmeil

was approached recently by ;resi~
dents concemecf aMiir tl'fe·i>tobfem;
He added that some residents
would like to have tobacco ve.ndors
licensed and monitored b~ police
like the bars are.
Lastly, the council will meet at 7
p.m., a half hour earlier than usual,
in a closed meeting to discuss pending litigation. Mayor Wayne
Lanman said public statement
would be made at the meeting.

mtrak veto won't affect Eastern
stern students and employho depend on trains to carry
home from Mattoon probawon 't be affected by the
e's failed veto override of a
billion Am.trak aid bill, a
pany spokesman said Mon-

cc

There is absolutely
no doubt in my mind
that regular service
to Mattoon wil 1 continue.

ter the House voted by more
two-thirds last week to
rride President Bush's veto,
Senate fell short of its needed
'ority, meaning the measure

Debbie Hare
Amtrak spokeswoman

.S. Rep. Terry Bruce, Dy, voted to override the meaand so did his Senate col- ·
ues Paul Simon and Alan
on, both Illinois Democrats.
ore than 16,700 people took
track trains running out the
oon station last year. About
rcent of those riders were,
some way, affilliated with
tern, said Debbie Hare, a
ago-based spokeswoman for
k.
any Eastern students from
northern and southern
is have relied .on Amtrak to
them home for weekends,
.and e111~~gep.~ie,s, ., ... ', ....
espite the failed override,

ticket prices for students should
not increase and services will
remain unaffected for now, Hare
said.
"We certainly don't expect it
to affect our service," she said.
"And there definitley will . be no
immediate effect."
Another bill to provide the
Amtrak funding is expected to be
introduced into the U.S. House
of Representatives sometime
today, Hare said. It would renew
the subsidies through 1992.
Bush said he vetoed the original bill because he opposed a
clause that would bring heavy
regµlatiP~ , qa.c,k into railro~di.ng.

''

"The president made it quite
cl.ear that his veto of the bill was
not aimed at Amtrack, and that
his opposition was to the (regulation)," Hare said.
"Obviously there is support for
Amtrack funding in Congress
and we don't believe that Congress won't support future fund~ng for Amtrak," she said.
Hare said it was "highly
doubtful" t_h at A.mtrack appropii~
ations would .suffeF another presidential veto.
Only if that "remote possibility" occurs, she said, would Amtrak service to Mattoon be affected.
"The worst that could happen
is that we wouldn't get the funding," Hare said, adding that
would mean great price hikes
provided the lines could even
stay operable.
"But I don't think that you can
find anybody who is going to
expect that to happen," she said
of a congressional failure to gain
the funding.
"There is absolutely no doubt
in my mind that regular service
to Mattoon will continue," Hare
said. "And I'm sure that things
wifl continue to operate quite
normally for some time." .

MARK BRILLHART/Photo editor

Poised
A Girl State participant gets ready to .lohh a hall Monday afternoon 0 11
the Lihrarv Quad as part of the girls' rec·i-eation time. The leadersl;ip .
l·an1p continues through Saturday.
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News Flag·' is ·not the nation's 'c ornersto·n ·

A scientific curiosity occurs
expressed in and shielded by the Constitution . .It is
when you burn a U.S. flag: you
holy thing, to be worshiped on bended knee. It
generate a great deal of heat, but
reflection Qf the rightful liberty of each proud indi
no light.
who looks upon it, and in the exercise of that Ii
The heat is emotional, and its
and on~ in its exercise - it lives.
What this burning issue doesn't need is more sm
fury makes enlightened discourse
difficult. Patriotic feeling runs
for example, yet another by-the-numbers news s
strong on both sides of the flag
which yet another veteran states that he fought
flag. With all due respect, sir, you did not. Like presl
amendment debate, but I'm afraid
that, on the pro-amendment side, ~.
and congressmen, as a military man you swore an
· reason runs short.
to protect and defend the Constitution of the U
The flag is a symbol, and Dan
States, not its flag. And weakening the Bill of
through amendment is a violation of that oath.
nothing more. It represents the Hagen
The debate boils down to the simple fact that
. United States - a nation as - - - - - - - •
people are offended when a flag Is burned in prot
diverse as black and white and
Editorials represent the opinion
· red and yellow, as rocking chairs and rock n' roll, as Jane
· what? Two centuries ago,
Fonda and John Wayne, as mountains and valleys and - - - - - - - framers saw the wisdom in p
of the editorial board. Columns
oceans white with foam. The nation's one common
Point
up with a good deal
are the opinion of the author.
element is the Constitution. In its Bill of Rights, that · - - - - - - - offensiveness in order to exer
document outlines, but specifically does not limit. the great deal .of liberty (take a look sometime at wh
·TUES DA y ,. •. JUNE g • 19.9 Q
rights which Americans hold beyond the reach of papers used to say about Jefferson, who support
....__ _· - - . , , . - - -·-..,.,...,..-----··- -·- ·..__
· _ _ _ . govern,mel)t.
.
· expression wholeheartedly, nevertheless.) Whe
Ttre· f~ag is. a symbol of the United States. The elevate feelings over rights, we're refining a reci
Constitution is the United States. Now, in order to protect creating conformist Americans. Which, I some
.
.
the symbol, many are proposing to harm that which it suspect, is what many of us want. Worship fre
buddy, and exact/jithe way I tell you to- or else.
symbolizes by limiting those rights.
The Hag amendment debate is a situation rich in
Flag-waving politicians have been adding fuel to the
fire where their beloved banners are burning. Instead of ironies, and would be almost funny if it were
simply accepting the Supreme Court's affirmation that damned important. Let me just cite a coup
examples. If all the flags in this country went up in s
flag burning is a form of political expression protected
under the First Amendment, congressmen and the . while the Bill of Rights remained intact and in fore
president posed ·themselves the metaphysical question, nation would stand inviolate, But if a billion flags
The Supreme Court last week, in a move "How many politicians can dance on the head _of a from rooftops across the land while the Bill of
were repealed, the United States would be destroy
some have _,~ailed courageous, but which flagpole?," as one editorial cartoonist put it.
Congress worked itself into a lather about amending
Maybe the problem here is that we've picke
should more aptly be called the right thing,
the Constitution before passing the Flag Protection Act of wrong national symbol - not the flag one, the
struck down a -federal law that made flag · 1989. Flag burning had been rare until then, but the law one. The eagle is all well and good, but perha
burning illegal.
inspifed fresh fires on the day it took effect - as anyone should have selected the phoenix.
Like the flag, the phoenix can be burned, an
Congress is now scurrying, at the heeding might have predicted. And, again predictably and again
of an all-too eager George Bush, to change correctly. the Supreme Court struck down the Act. Now arises young and powerful from the ashes each
the cry for a constitutional amendment rises again.
And as long as we understand and fight fo
the Constitution, the words we live by.
Political bombast to the contrary. the flag cannot be philosophical principles which form the basis o
•
•
Wait a minute, isn't "desecrated" because it has never been sacred. It is nation, we need never fear the Hames.
that why we have courts, explicitly a secular symbol, not a religious one, and the
to interpret the words of · attempt to transform the banner into a religious icon does -Dan Hagen is a reporter and editor for the Chari
violence to the ideals of the American system.
Times-Courier and a guest columnist for the su
our founding fathers?
The
Hag
is
not
a
god,
it
is
us
the
rights
of
mankind
as
edition ofThe Daily Eastern News.
Still, Congress is scared...: not ready to let
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detracts, from·
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t,he real ··ssu

Ed1to nal

the high court dictate what's right and
wrong. at least not where SLJCh a potent
symbol is involyed. Never mind the fact that
. ~I 't'tle t6Lirt
decide on virtually everything
else without significant repercussions from
Capitol Hill. But touch our flag and watch the
poltical feathers ruffle.
· The political ramifications of not supporting this flag burning codicil ·to the First
Amendment are far reaching, and this is an
election year.
Sadly, the flag represents for many people
the freedom on which the United States _is
· founded, while those same people forget the
document they are urging their representatives in Congress to change is the one that
helps make that freedom possible.
And who is Congress not to cow-tow to
the whims of a populace that finds more
favor with a symbol than the words of a
document that provides for its very right to

-
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make anti-flag burning statements.
'
Considering the president's fanatical
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Burning
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defense of the flag when there are other
l'v bee t . t d 'd h.
about all of those who have given everything to
•
h
d
h' h
. .·
h
e
n. rymg o ~1 e ow
issues .t at ~serv~, 1g ~r pnor_
1 ty, _t e .: 1 feel aQ<>ut the proposed anti~
that flag and our country.
narro~-mind~<;i L11culcatioQ,, Of. purely,;.:flag desecration constitutional
Even though I am nn longer on active duty, I
the U.S. Naval Reserves, because the freedom t
"American values·· (Le. believe as I do or you amendme'"!t, and I am having a
enjoy today is a direct. result of those sacrifices m
· have no right to believe} is appauling.
hard time of it.
defense of that flag, and a direct result of those
1
The right of freedom of expression is
:ou see, .spent four years on
•
active duty m the Navy before
serve today all around the wor1d.
important. No one wants to see someone attending Eastern, and 1 have
Freedom of expression should be used for the g
burn a symbol as volatile as the American been here at Eastern for two
the people, not for ignorant hate and rage. Bee.a
my opinion, burning the flag is not a constructive
flag, but we believe there should be a right years, so I can understand both
to help or improve our country, but an ignoran
to do just that. If the flag is truly a .symbol of sides of the issue. There is a part
hateful action done out of impotence and blind rage.
freedom then it must also burn.
of me that denounces the
amendment (because I am a
Do you have a problem with our country
· journalist and see this as a threat Trevarthan
government? Then write your congressman, or
to my rights). and there is a part
politically involved through lobbying. Believe it
that supports it.
- - - - - - - - you can hold a demonstrati
H there is a bedrock principle
I must admit the veteran is still stronger in me than the Counterpoint let the your feelings be_
college journalist is, and I can support the amendment.
underlying the First Amend- - - - - - - · without burning the flag.
I can support it because blood has been shed in
. We have defended our flag against enemies
QuOTE ment,' it is that the Govern~
defense of that flag. Men and women have died to domestic and foreign. so it is only natural that we
....___........._ _. ment may not prohibit the
preserve the freedom that the flag represents, and I protect the symbol of our freedom, a symbol that
expression of an idea simply
believe that to burn or desecrate the Hag is an insult to all and women have died for.
because 0 society finds the idea
those who have made the ultimate sacrifice for their
That. I guess. is my point.
itsdf offensive ._ or . disacountry-.
greeable.
Last year I wrote a column about the Hag exhibit at the -Ken Trevarthan is a staff photographer and a
justice William Brennan
Art Institute, and I s~ill have the same point to make. columnist (or the summer edition of The Daily
...... , ......••......••.... ·-~-· ... ··- _ yv~~'l '.>'ou ~\~<?IS~U~M'. ~.ag:. t~a.t ."piece of d()t,h"._.~~i.0f,~. N~VY-~·;.'.-'-".~·~·"· ": .• ,:e·~··.· ,,,,_._.~-···~····~·I·.•·"·"'-'·'
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ew business takes customers to the ri·ver
may be cancelled for a full refund
up to 72 hours prior to use. Future
reservations may be made in
exchange for cancellations made
prior to closing time of the day
before the scheduled reservation
and in cases of "inclement weather" and high water conditions on
the day of the reservations.
The rates for canoes are: $12 per
person with a minimum charge of
$24 per canoe. The paid in advance
reservation price is $11 per person
in a canoe with a minimum charge
of $22 per canoe. Children
weighing under 50 ·pounds as the
third person in a canoe with a parent/guardian are $4.
For kayaks the prices are: $17
per kayak (one person per kayak)
and $16 if paid in advance reservations.
In addition to the regular rates,
Jones said he offers an hourly rate
of $3 per person for the first hour
and $1.50 each additional hour
for canoes and $4 per hour and $2
each additional hour for kayaks.
The rental season and hours
_are: from April to May; 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. weekends and holidays,
Monday through Friday with
group reservation. June, July and
August; 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Sunday through Friday. 8:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m. Saturday, and other
hours with a group reservation.
September and October; 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. weekends and holidays,
Monday through Friday with a
group reservation.
Any canoes not returned before
5:30 p.m. will be charged a $5 per
hour and partial hour fee.

lure a leisurly canoe ride
the Lake Charleston
ay to a point along the
as River about four miles
east of Fox Ridge State
'I now the opportunity to do
as unavailable to many
rn students. But with the
g of Canoe Limited, owned
Jones and his wife Sonja.
ts and faculty alike can trathe river in a canoe or a

nes. who is the business
er for Eastern 's Radio{fV
and farms, said he always
to be a "river rat," which
y he first started Canoe
two years ago.
ur family always enjoyed
ing so I thought it sounded
fun" to get into the canoe
business, Sonja said of her
n to her husband's idea.
Jones first had to find a site
t up shop and the one he
is on the river bank. To get
anoe Limited, canoers are
ted south on Illinois Route
toward Greenup.
igns have been erected to
t adventerous souls who,
making the turn at the first
four miles south of Fox
e. will find themselves on a
highway. travelling east.
nother sign will direct the
elors straight ahead where
must watch for the next sign
ifying the entrance, really a

RALPH SORDYL JR./Staff photographer

Max Jones, owner of Canoe Unlimited, talks about his new business Monday afternoon. Jones said he
opened the shop because he saw a demand for kayak and canoe rental in Charleston.
steep gravel road.
Those adventerous enough to
go canoeing or kayaking should
be able to handle a "slightly steep
road," l)e said.
Jones also was required to obtain
an Illinois Water Craft License and
insurance coverage in case of any
'
mishap.
Besides the entrance and exit
roads, Jones built a boat ramp for

usiness and environment
lk to start lecture series
shops in their special fields. ranging from business and environmental ethics, to adult education,
..Renaissance and Revolution: to artificial intelligence computers.
w Models for a New World," Aside from the workshops for
I be the theme of the twelfth credit, the visiting faculty mem·es of Distinguished Visiting bers will present public lectures,
ulty workshops and lectures.
thus providing students, .fac1.11ty,
The summer series begins and community an opprtunity for
y with a public lec""t'~~~=olcultural enrichmenL.tho.u.glL.the
siness and Environmental summer series.
The theme was selected in
hies by a nationally known
ority on business and ethics- October by a committee in coordi·a1 responsibility.
nation with the Director of sumIn variation to the summer mer school, said Steve Whitley,
e. seven distinguished visit- Acting Director of Summer
professors are scheduled to School and professor of zoology.
h one-semestor-hour work-

the canoes and kayaks.
By the spring, Jones was ready to
open for business. But a flood that
brought the water level to the "third
step" of the main building delayed
the opening until four weeks ago.
Jones has already had some business and expects it to pick up as
more and more people find out
about the canoe rentals.
Currently, Jones has only one ·

employee, Rodney Davidson, to
help take care of customers. But he
added he will hire more people if
need be. "We'll hire as many peopie as are needed for efficiency," he
said.
.
Canoe Limited offers: rental
canoes, kayaks, paddles and personal floatation devices.
Paid-in-advance reservations
also are available. Reservations

Folk exhibit begins at Tarble
~

By LIBBY SHAWGO
Activities editor

Grandma's quilts. Grandpa's
whittling, Aunt Thelma's rustic
paintings, and Cousin Leonard's
woven baskets.
·
Not everyone considers these art,
but at Tarble Arts Center, works of
this nature are definitely considered
artwork.
Through August l Q, the Illinois
Folk Arts exhibit can be viewed
and appreciated: The display contains "both utilitarian objects and
works that are expressive," said
Michael Watts. Director of the
Tarble Arts Center.
On display is an African American doll collection with striking

works by I. Roberta Bell. Sevt;ral
interesting and beautiful quilts can
be seen draping the walls of the
exhibit area. One especially intriguing quilt. by Cora Meek, is
made of multi-colored satin funeral
ribbons.
Several rustic paintings and a
variety of colorful rugs are also on
display.
Intricate wood carvings dominate

one ar-e

f- t:he room. An entire

poem carved in woOct seems impossible. Alma Tarran didn't think so
when she carved Max Ehrmann 's
"Desiderata" in a large piece of
pine.
Several other works can also be
seen. Fish decoys, a log cabin quilt.
and an 1830s log tavern by Lodge

1~/
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Nearly all of the works come
from southern and southeastern
Illinois, said Watts. Some of the
works are done by artists from
Mattoon, Sullivan. Mcleansborough and Mulkeytown.
Funding was supplied by grants
from the Charles E. Merrill Trust.
the National Endowment for the
Arts Folk Arts division grant, and
.... ther-s. Many objects were donat~
by collectors and artists. Some
objects, such as the African American Doll Collection are from the
touring exhibition program of the
Illinois Arts Council.
Watts said that the exhibit
includes both new things as well as
things that haven't been exhibited.

Now Leasing

PARKPLACB
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
TUESDAY:

• I, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers
• Balconies
• Microwaves Available

Imported
Beer Day
50 Imported Beers
m around the World

ave 50¢
WEDNESDAY:

All sizes still available

inenkugel's
Pitchers

Call Anytime 348-1479

$3.00
all day

1111

UNIVERSITY

~~~

..

For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - M-F
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'Odd Couple' starts Thursday
arena staging, meaning the audience will be surrounding the stage.
"(Arena staging) creates a more
When Eastern theatergoers head intimate kind of theatre," said
for the first production of the sum- Blanchette, noting that the proximmer they may be in for a bit of a ity of the production to the audience seems to enliven the play
surprise.
That's because the first show, more.
"I am very excited about the
which starts Thursday, is a female
version of Neil Simon's acclaimed play," said Angela Snead, the
female equivalent of the slovenly
play "The Odd Couple."
Perhaps best remembered as a Oscar. "We have all worked hard
television series starring Jack on this production, so I hope we
Klugman and Tony Randall, "The can motivate the community and
Odd Couple" gained much popu- campus."
Tickets for "The Odd Couple"
larity during the early part of the
1970s as a sort of "men on their · will cost $5 for adults, $4 for
youth, high school and below, and
own" piece.
But Clarence Blanchette, the $3 for students and may be purdirector for Eastern 's female "Odd chased at the Union ticket office
Couple" production, along with Monday through Friday from I
stars Angela Snead and Stacy until 5 p.m., or at the University
Scherf, is -out to prove the play is Theatre box office an hour before
not gender exclusive.
show time.
Theatre fans need not despair
"It's an opportunity for
females," said Blanchette, also a when "The Odd Couple" ends its
run on July 1 because it's not the
theatre arts professor.
Blanchette said that when the only production slated for the sumwomen take the stage at 8 p.m. in mer.
the Playroom, it will be their show,
The rest of Summerfest '90, the
complete with female touches just theatre arts department's name for
as the original play included male the summer theater season, will
continue with two other shows.
allusions.
In previous years, the departThe play will be presented in
By LIBBY SHAWGO

Activities editor

ment had produced only one show
during the summer season, and, in
fact, this year's line-up offer shows
which run concurrently.
"The Prince and the Pauper,"
written and directed by Marforie
Duehmig, will be presented as a
children's show starting Friday 1n
the playroom at 11 a.m. The show
continues through July 14.
The third summer production,
the musical "Cole," a collection of
Cole Porter songs directed by theatre arts professor Jerry Daniels,
opens on July 4 and continues
through July 15.
E.T. Guidotti, an assistant professor of theatre arts, said more
than 25 people will be employed
for Summerfest, including technicians, musicians, faculty, and
actors.
Clarence Blanchette, professor
of theatre arts and director of "The
Odd Couple," said that summer
theatre is a professional and educational experience for students.
Blanchette also said Summerfest is a challenge because of the
short rehearsal period before performances.
Season tickets for Summerfest
are $13 for adults, $1 l for seniors
and youth, and $8 for students. ·

MA"~ t1HILLHART/Photo

Stacy Sche1f, who will play the female equivalent of Felix in the fi
rersion of "The Odd Couple," gires an exasperating sigh at a
rehearsal. The play opens Thursday in the Fine Arts Playroom.

Tracy's tommy gun tops week's ticket top te
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - "Dick
Tracy" fired off a round of boxoffice bullseyes in its debut weekend with $22.5 million in ticket
sales, but turf battles with other
summer blockbusters still await
the comic book-inspired film.
According to figures released
Monday by Exhibitor Relations
Co. Inc., Warren Beatty's "Dick
. Tracy" claimed the biggest opening weekend ever by a film
released by Walt Disney Studios.
But playing in the crowded summer movie season, the crime
caper failed to surpass Arnold
Schwarzenegger's "Total Recall"
for the season's top opening
weekend.
"Total Recall," opening three
weeks ago, grossed $25.5 million
· its first weekend.

The "Dick Tracy" haul included $1.2 million in sales for Tshirts that substituted for tickets
at midnight openings. The film is
playing on 2,332 screens in North
America.
The debut weekend box-office
championship remains with
"Batman," which collected $40.5
million for Warner Bros. in its
first weekend last summer.
The true test for "Dick Tracy,"
co-starring Al Pacino, Glenne
Headley and Madonna, will come
over the next three weekends. In
order, "Dick Tracy" will clash
with "RoboCop 2," "Days of
Thunder" and "Die Hard 2." So
far, "Dick Tracy" has received
extraordinary reviews and positive word of mouth.
The question is whether that

buzz will propel the film to the
top of the summer sweepstakes
and whether "Dick Tracy" can
be No. I for another week.
Falling 45 percent to second
place was the sequel "Another 48
HRS.," revisiting the palice
adventures of Nick Nolte and
Eddie Murphy. The poorly
reviewed film collected $10. 7
million.
"Total Recall," Schwarzenegger's dream sequence gone bad,
fell 32 percent to third place on
receipts of $10.2 million.
"Gremlins 2: The New
Batch," starring Zach Galligan
and Phoebe Cates in a new look
at a group of havoc-wreaking reptilian critters, opened to moderate
business of $9.7 million for fourth
place. It was followed in fifth
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Free Crazy Brea
with ·any pizza purchase
(excluding pan! pan! & slice! slice!)
Valid only with coupon
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$I 0 OFF PERMS
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:

Summer
SpecialsI
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place by the time-travel s
"Back to the Future Par
with a gate of $4.9 million
weakening per-screen aver
$2,345.
The prostitution co
"Pretty Woman" finished in
with ticket sales of $3.3 m·
In seventh was "Bird on a
with $3.2 million. The Ii
regarded Goldie Hawn
Gibson collaboration no
made $55 million.
In eighth place was the
lease of the children's film
Adventures of Milo and
with $1.7 million. "Ca
Man" was ninth with $85
and "Teenage Mutant
Turtles" was 10th on a .gr
$857.317.

.
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im Thompson stood quietly at the podium, this man
whose towering stature
y demands whole stages.
poke in a quiet voice as he
the audience to bear with
as he gave this speech, his
ne to this group as goverig Jim was trying, standing ·
is place where he'd stood
y times before, to say
bye at his 14th Boys State
out breaking down.
he began his speech
sclay evening in Lantz
, the state's 39th governor
about the challenges facthese young faces, thinking,
ps, about the challenges
had faced him when he
came to Boys State 13
rs ago.
"Things have changed since
n," said Thompson, referto his first visit tp Boys
te in 1977.
Things have changed.
Back then, "America was
of the hill," a country
economic and political
r was bounded only by its
imagination, Thompson
Those times have changed,
n way to a global atmore where no one country is
ed and competition is the
e of the game.
The youth of today, the boys
this Boys State; barely
ember that time, a time
n America was the land of
"tful growth and unlimited

opportunity.
But the boys at this camp did
pause to remember the man
who has taken the state
through the changing times.
In a time when multi-national is something of a buzzword,
the youth at this Boys State
know about Big Jim, the man
whose trips to Japan and
France to secure new industry
for Illinois they remember.
When Big Jim steps down
next January, he will end a
reign in the Governor's
Mansion that has lasted for
most of the young lives of these
boys, for whom Jim Thompson
is not just governor, but the
governor.
In the time of all this remembrance, Thompson talked about
forgetting. ".We-want to forget," he told the group as he
probed the problems of waste
disposal and global warming,
problems much of the populace
does not want to ponder.
Thompson told the boys that
the way to succeed was to
remain competitive. "We need
your help," he said, telling the
group to look to the future, to
look for new solutions.
The governor donated
$14,000- $1,000 for each
year - to the camp so the boys
could look to the future with
more money for education,
"the key" to remaining competitive.
And looking to the future
was something the lame duck
governor tried to explain. "I

-~&:.

KEN TREVARTIIAN/ Staff photogrnpher

Gov. Jim Thompson signs T-shirts for Boys Slaters Thursday evelling in. Lantz Gym. Thompson was ill
town to give his 14th and final speech to the summer leadership camp/or boys.
never knew how much I'd miss
it," Thompson said of stepping
down, but quickly adding,
"How exciting it is to contemplate my next life."
After his speech, Thompson,
clad in the traditional Boys
State T-shirt, talked about why,
after four terms as one of
Illinois' most loved governors,
he decided to bow out.
"No one can do the same
thing forever," Thompson said.

"It's time to go back to a private life, but also a life that can
still be spent in some sort of
public service."
Thompson will go back into
private !ife as an attorney in a
prestigious Chicago law firm.
But no one, not even
Thompson himself, is ruling out
a bid for the presidency. •"It's
too early to speculate on that,"
he said.
Becoming teary-eyed again

at the prospect of leaving, not
just this Boys State, but his own
role as governor of the state,
Thompson, a wash of sweat
and emotion, gave the next
governor some advice.
No matter what the other
commitments, Thompson said,
"it was always easy to be at
Boy~. s~;~~~

STORY BY DAVID LINDQUIST • PHOTOS BY RALPH SORDYL, JR.
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Daltas Price checks one of the instruments in. bis backyard.

ome might consider it an unusual
phone call.
·
"Price, was there an ice storm last
May 5," the voice asked. "I need to know.
My wife and I have a bet, and I say there
was a storm."
Dalias Price may have paused a bit and
thought to himself "here we go again," but
accommodated the not-so-unusual caller
just the same. "He was very unhappy when I told him
there was no storm," Price said. "Now if
the day was March 5, he would have been
right."
Such is the existence of Charleston's
local weather observer, who also is drawn
into his share of lawsuits.
"I get a lot of letters from insurance
companies wanting to know if there was
lightning on a certain day," Price said.
"People claim things like their air conditioner has been knocked out by lightning.
If my records show there was a thunderstorm on the day in question, there's a
good possibility they will collect."
Price readily admits he can't remember
dates like last May 5 simply in his head. At
the age of 77, however, he has a wealth of
experiences that would easily fill the heads
of several neighbor children who visit
"Dallas" (the correct pronunciation) daily
at his home, 414 Cedar Drive.
"The memory is faulty," says Price,
who refers to the The Daily Eastern
News by its former moniker, The Normal
State News. ''I've got to keep a book."
For the National Weather Service office
in Springfield, Price's is the book.
"I am not a 'weather watcher,"' Price
says in a disdainful tone. "I don't know
wh~re .~h~~l 3 (Champaisn's CBS

I

~·
Price en.joys the weather on his porch.
affiliate) gets them. How can you trust the
accuracy of a rain gauge that looks like a
test tube and was bought at a grain elevat or.?"
The rain gauge in Price's backyard
more resembles a baptismal font
"It measures all forms of precipitation,"
Price said, proudly pointing out its inner
core which magnifies depth 10 times for
the most accurate reading.
The backyard's thermometer just a few
feet away is no frisbee with a dial you'd
buy at Rural King and throw on the wall.
"It's on a timer and records three
things," said Price of the white square box
about the size of a bird house which ironically is perched on a five-foot poll.
,

~.

'

l

l
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Jim Tfi~!On wants the
next governor of Illinois to
remember that.

.

"There's an underground cable that runs
into my office, where I can push a button
and get the day's high, low and current
temperature."
After a fair amount of bothering on
Price's part, the National Weather Service
"gave" him the advanced thermometer
about three years ago.
"It makes it so handy," Price said~ "It
really helped a whole lot."
Geology/geography chair at Eastern
for 15 years, Price's character goes a lot
deeper than local weatherman.
"I thoroughly enjoyed all of my teaching
career," Price said. "I hear some today say
they're 'burned out,' and that's said.
Those people shouldn't be teaching
because they're not doing justice to themselves or the students."
After retiring from teaching in 1980,
Price began selling Golden Rule Insurance,
a sidelight occupation he still pursues.
Born in Indiana and raised in South
Dakota, Price credits his father's profession of railroading for cultivating the career
interests of teaching and meteorology.
"I traveled a lot as a child and was fascinated by other places," Price said. "Plus, I
always loved maps, which are the tools of
the weatherman and the geographer."
Whether the tool is a map or a newfangled thermometer, Price never tires of
observing weather and informing others of
its status.
Price is quick to remind that air on your
cheek may be warm or cool, but its temperature is neither.
"Please don't say cold or warm temperatures," he implores. "It's low or high."
For Price, the adventure of weather is
unquestionably the latter.
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RIDES/RIDERS

RooMMAns
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
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ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs - your area.
$17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. Ext. R 3998.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/21
Swim instructor needed at the
Mattoon YMCA. Must be YMCA
or Red Cross lifeguard certified.
Call YMCA at 234-9494.
----~---6/19
Earn $300 to $500 per week
Reading Books at home. Call
615-473-7440 Ext. B 360.
-,--------~6128
TO ALL BUSINESS MAJORS:
Do you need experience in the
marketing or managerial fields?
Call Tom at 348-5182 after
3 :00, while positions are still
open.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/21
WANTED: Experienced part
time farm help. 345-5509.

2 females needed for house on
3rd street. Own room $135/mo.
345-1466.
6/21

T~W~O~B~E~D~R~O~O~M-,--H~OUSE

UNFURNISHED, ATTACHED
GARAGE. ALSO APARTMENTS FOR MEN , SUMMER/YEAR. 345-4846.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Rooms for 2 men (Summer)
Ideal for grads . Quiet, clean,
near campus. Reasonable .
345-3771.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/19
MINI STORAGE: For all your
belongings, phone 348-7746.
~=-~~-=-,,--..,--..,..-,-..,...00
FOR RENT: Fall : 1 and 2 bdr.
units from $280 per mo. Apartment Rentals. 348-7746.
Student House-furnished 1
block from Old Main on 7th St.
6-9 students. 348-8406.
2 Female students to share furnished house. 11 /2 blk. from
Old Main. 348-8406.
~-~---~---00
Three Bedroom House 18th
Street South, 1810 Johnson.
$450 per month. Call 581-5647.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _715

Subleaser needed for Fall but
can move in early if you need
too. $150 per month. Cheap
utilities, 1 blk from campus ,
own room. Call 345-5238.
Two room furnished apartment,
two month lease. 1520 4th St.
Call 345-4757.
-,--,--~~----6/28
FOR RENT: One bedroom in
house. Summer or fall. $130
per month. Call 345-1559.
-==--..,------..,-.,--6128
2 BR. Apt , c/a, furnished, 2
blocks from campus. After 5:30
p.m. Call 345-9636.

FURN. 1 & 2
BEDROOM APTS.
NEWLY REMODELE

345-5048
LOST: Women's size 61 /2 gold
engagement ring w/a heart and a
small diamond in the center.
Reward! Great sentimental value.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/19
LOST: Female Black I White
short hair cat. Vicinity of 709
8th St. Please Call 345-7093.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6126

The Daily
Eastern Ne
has opening f

CARTOONIST

GOVERNMENT SEIZED Vehicles from $100. Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevys. Surplus. Your area. (1) 805-6876000 Ext. S-9997

REPORTER

ARTIST

.~--~~--,---=-=·_9/5

SEE
MATT MANSFIEL
THE NEWS OFFI
IN THE NORTH G
BUZZARD BUILDI

APARTMENT HOUSE, 4
UNITS, PARTLY FURNISHED,
GOOD INCOME. ANY REASONABLE OFFER CONSIDERED. 345-4846.

22 French legislative
body
24 Reminder;
keepsake
26 Lounged
28 The Shamrock
Isle
31 More orderly
34--Lanka
Bell-"
35Went on
horseback
1s One of Dumas's
dashing trio
36 Lyricist
Gershwin
18 New York's
"immigrant
37 Myself. in
island"
Marseille
11 Netherlanos city 38 Sept . chaser
20 U.S.-Soviet arms 41 At present
pact
42 Gallic recreation
area
21 Square peg in a
44 A.M.A. members
round hole

ACROSS

1 Wife of Zeus
5 Health resort
a Hawaiian thrush
13 Potpourri
14 lnterse_clion sign
15 Hemingway's
"For Whom the

,

'Top off
your summer
with
a subscription
to the
Summer Edition
of
The Daily

Sniders U Pick Produce. Call 3459780 for what is available. Peas.
Snow Peas.

I

ADOPTION: YOUNG, EDUCATED couple would love to have a
child in our lives. Only through
adoption will we be able to fulfill
this dream. We respectfully ask
you to consider us if you are
seeking to place your baby in a
warm and loving home, with
grandparents in residence. All
legal and medical expenses paid.
Please contact our attorney at:
(217) 352-8037 . She is very
friendly. Dave & Donna.

0mRm

Hf.LP WANTED

LOST

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers, letters. and more. Next
to Monicals. 903 18th St. 3451150 1-4.
812
T-y-pi_n_g_
, L_a_s_e_r_p-rin_t_e_r.~$-1. 0-0·per
page. Same-day service available. 258-6840.

•

46 Gazelles
48 Penetrating
4~ Inhabited
51 Unpaid
performer
53 African language
grouping
57 City on the Maine
511 Coin of 32 Down
61 Exclamations of
wonder
62 Legendary
JOCkey
63 Antagonist of
Dumas s trio
65 Discolor
&&Sailing
67 Bones
ea Musical ennead
69 Your. to Penn
70 Pare

811

DOWN

•

1 Domiciles
2 Give the slip to
30utofbed
4 Armstrong's
"Perfect!"
5 Sailors' patron
6 Millay. to a sexist
7 Spring mo.
8 Toby's cousin
9 Pistol's pouch
10 Start of Dumas's
trio's motto

Eastern News

11 Year in
Macbeth's reign
12 Vice prin .. e.g .
14 RR building
17 High regard
21 Curative
23 Onassis's
nickname
25 Grouper of warm
seas
27 Gives cues
29 Fans· favorite

30Jennings
specialty
31 Indian dwelling·
Var.
32 Persian Gulf
country
33 Hero of a Dumas
classic
38 Thought, in Tours
40 Threefold
43 - - Fran«aise
45 Beginning to
curdle

54Din
55 "We hold
truths . . ."
56 Customary
570rg.
58 Alliance acr
eo Cry of disc
A Squealer
64 Prune

P.M.

WTw0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-8

USA-9

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12

LIFE-13

WCCU-24, 27 DISC-28

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

News

News

News

SportsCenter

Miami Vice.

Hogan's Heroes

MacNeil Lehrer

Moonlighting

Cheers

Rendezvous

News Scan

Family Feud

PM Magazine

Cosby Show

Baseball

Newshour

B;iseball:

World Monitor

Wonderful World

Matlock

Resue 911

Who's The Boss

Murder:

Baseball:
Cubs at Expos

Cardinals

Whales

of Disney:

Wonder Years

She Wrote

Presents:

Metro. Opera

In the Heat

Movie:

Roseanne

Boxing: Solis-

Die

of the Ni ht
Midnight

Penalt
Phase

Coach
Thirtysomething

Vas uez

Walkure

Caller
News
Tonight

News

Current Affair

Nightline

Miami Vice

Love Connect.

News
INN News

Baseball:

at Mets
Movie:

Beyond 2000

Brotherhood
of Justice

Baseball
News
M•A•s•H

Hotel

Spencer

Magnum, Pl

Am. South A e

Reds at
Braves

Gunsmoke

Profile of Nature

USA Tonight

To be Announced

Harry Butler

Am. Interests

Odd Couple

Amer. Album

Combat

Movie:

Secrets of

Streets of

Streak

Arsenio Hall

Crime Story
Hawaii 5-0

Silver
Nature

Hogan's Heroes
Bewitched

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Unsolved

Charlie Brown

Growing Pains

Mysteries

Normal life

Head of the Clas

Magazine

Singers/Sons

Jake andthe

Doogie Howser

Baseball

Dear John
Quantum Leap

Fatman
Sporting

Brewster Place
Equal Justice

Movie:
Wrote
Movie: The

Movie:
Cave In

Chance
News
Tonight Show
Late Night

News

Wings
Fret 'n Fiddle
Gunsmoke

Survival!

USA Tonight
New Country Video

Odd Couple

Hollywood
Safari
Ill. Lawmakers

Combat!

Beyond 2000

Streets of

INN News

News
M•A•s•H

News
Love Conn.

Sportscenter

Current Affair

Nightline

BBall Tonight

Crime

Entertain Tonight

Inside Edition

lighter Side

Story

Miami Vice

World of Disney:

Predators

China Lake
Murders

Wildlife

Hotel

Geraldine

Twilight Zone
Magnus, Pl

For Hire

nser:
Arsenio Hall

Movie: 111:20)

Cagney &

Movie

Cat People

Lacey

Hawaii 5-0

San Francisco

NWA

Movie

.

-----,~·,.....,...--------~----~ ..

·---~---~,._,...-----
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hite House: Bush ready to veto family leave
ASHINGTON - Candidate
rge Bush advocated job protion for parental care, but
ident Bush is ready to veto a
that would offer such protece White House on Monday
ied any conflict between the
stances, suggesting that Bush
ow as then - supports such
rection only if it is voluntary
employers.
White House spokesman
in Fitzwater said Bush stands
y to cast the 13th veto of his

presidency on the parental-care
bill.
"I wouldn't be surprised to see
it this week," Fitzwater said.
The measure, passed by Congress last week, would guarantee
workers as much as 12 weeks'
unpaid leave for childbirth, adoption or serious family illnesses.
The measure would apply to all
businesses with 50 or more
employees.
During his presidential campaign, Bush touched on the issue
Sept. 9, 1988.

Fitzwater, who was President
Reagan's spokesman throughout
1988 and did not work in the
Bush campaign, said he was
unaware of those Bush comments.
But, Fitzwater said, thepresident opposes the present legis!a"Look, we also need to assure tion because "it is a federally
that women don't have to worry mandated benefit and we're
about getting their jobs back after opposed to federally mandated
having a child or caring for a benefits." Deputy press secretary
child during serious illness," . Alixe Glen, who was a 1988 camBush told the Illinois Federation paign aide to Bush, said the presiof Republican Women in Rock- dent "supports and encourages"
ford.
parental and medical leave poli-

outh Africa .
anctions
hould hold
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presint Bush will assure Nelson
dela next week that U.S. sancns against South Africa will
main in place at least until all
aining political prisoners there ·
released, U.S. officials said
onday.
That should come as good news
Mandela who, since he began
's international tour almost two
eeks ago, has been demanding
t foreign governments continue
ressuring South Africa to end
galized discrimination against
ks.
A highlight of Mandela's 12ay U.S. visit occurs Monday
when Bush welcomes the black
ationalist leader to the White
ouse.
After four days in New York
d Boston starting this Wednesy, the deputy leader of the
frican National Congress will
pend Sunday through Tuesday in
ashington. He then goes to Atanta, Miami, Detroit, Los Angeles
dOakland.
U.S. policy toward South Africa
has been highly contentious over
the years, and an administration
move to ease the sanctions at this
time could provoke yet another
.
clash.
seems unlikely to tamper with the
sanctions for the moment. Besides

cies designed to meet the needs of
individual companies and
employees.
"He has always been opposed
to the federal government dictating or mandating what every business in this country should do,"
she said. "This particular bill
would badly impact a lot of companies.
"It reduces small business flexibility, reduces U.S. competitiveness and really could undermine
the current trend toward flexible
policies," Glen said.

Bush asks Shan1ir
to explai·n plans
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- "for a description of where he
dent Bush has called on Israeli stands on the peace process at this
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir to time," White House press secreexplain what his new right-wing tary Marlin Fitzwater said.
government is willing to do to
Shamir, in a television interview
revive long-stalled Middle East Monday, said that Bush "asked me
peace efforts, officials said Mon- for replies and explanations about
day.
our path in the framework of the
In a lengthy letter, Bush said he peace process." The prime minishoped the prime minister re- ter said, "We will explain to him ,
mained committed to a plan that to the best of our ability, our attiShamir espoused last year for elec- tude, our proposals, and I sincerely
tions of Palestinian representatives hope if here and there. there are
in the occupied territories.
differences of opinion, we will
Shamir has adamantly objected reach an agreement." David Levy.
to terms of a U.S. formula for Israel's new foreign minister. has
opening an Israeli-Palestinian dia- accused the United States of dislogue as part of his plan.
torting the peace initiative that
On a conciliatory note, Bush Shamir offered in the spring of .
congratulated Shamir on forming a 1989. ·
new government after three months
Shamir had proposed conductof political deadlock.
ing elections among Palestinian
Disputes over the peace process Arabs who live on the West Bank
have sparked deep tensions be- · and Gaza. These Palestinians
tween the United States and Israel.
would negotiate with Tsraef the
..:- Secretary of State iame's A. terms for five years~of limited
File photo Baker Ill said last week the
self rule, to be followed by a secPresident George Bush fields questions during a news conference.
United States would suspend its ond-round of talks on an overall
being illegal, analysts said, any ments and bank loans.
involvement in peace efforts settlement of the Arab-Israeli dissuch move' would cast a cloud over
Democrats on Capitol Hill, who unless Shamir ~akes co~promis- pute.
Baker concluded last fall that
Mandela's visit and set back the generally are strong supporters of e~ t? open a dialogue with PaleShamir 's plan was the best
Republican goal of attracting more sanctions, believe the liberalizing stmians.
blacks to GOP ranks.
measures thus far adopted by
<?ffering the. number of the approach to getting negotiations
The sanctions ban U.S. landing President F. w. de Klerk are large- W?1te House switchboard, B?~er started. He consulted over several
rights for South African Airways ly cosmetic. They detect signs that said the messag~ for Israeli 1s: months with Egypt, Israel and.
w'el '"' th~~an---f--e,
fillLl: enous.abou pea~c~
e--=1tc"h.ro.u!!:
~\l.p.t.iaIWn.termediarie.s..
tain South African products. Also give a boost to de Klerk by scaling call us." In the letter sent in the with the Palestine Liberation
prohibited are new U.S. invest- back some sanctions.
past few days, Bush asked Shamir Organization.

Supreme Court acts on several cases
WASHINGTON (AP) - Here, at a glance,
are highlights of actions taken Monday by the
Supreme Court: ·
•PENSIONS
The court spared the federal program protecting the pensions of 30 million American
workers from a potential financial crisis.
By an 8-1 vote, the court broadened the
authority of the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation to order employers to restore terminated pension plans.
•DRUNKEN DRIVING
The court buttressed the power of police to
videotape and record the responses of suspected drunken drivers.
By an 8-1 vote, the justices ruled that police
did not violate a Pennsylvania man's rights

when - without warning him of his rights they recorded his answers to questions about
his height, weight and color of his eyes.
•PATENTS
The court ruled that a federal law reducing
patent infringement protection for drug companies applies to medical devices.
The court, by a 6-2 vote, refused to reinstate a $26.7 million award against Medtronic
Inc. of Minneapolis. Eli Lilly and Co. of
Indianapolis said Medtronic infringed patents
on a device implanted in patients to correct
potentially fatal heart rhythms.
•SAVINGS & LOANS
The court agreed to consider killing a lawsuit by a Texas businessman who says federal
regulators caused the financial ruin of his

failed savings and loan association.
The court said it will review a ruling that
revived part of Thomas M. Gaubert's negligence suit against the government. The suit
alleges the federal regulators who assumed
day-to-day operation of the Irving-based
Independent American Savings Association
ran it right out of business.
•TENURE
The court left intact a decision forcing
Boston University to grant a lifetime professor's job to a woman found to have been a
victim of sex bias.
The court. without comment, rejected arguments that requiring the university to grant
her tenure interferes with its academic freedom.

'Dr. Death' is an attorney who argues for death penalty
CHICAGO (AP) - Terry Madsen's col- in Chicago. One assignment has students sit- be the first person put to death in Illinois since
leagues jokingly call him Dr. Death, but his ting as mock juries and ruling on real murder 1962.
job is serious - persuading judges and juries . cases.
For 13 years, Illinois law has allowed
that death row inmates should be executed.
For the most part, though, Madsen keeps his judges and juries to impose the death penalty
Madsen, chief of the criminal appeals divi- opinions to himself.
on some murderers. including people who
sion of the Illinois attorney general's office for
"I don't debate the death penalty." he said.
have killed a police officer or more than one
three years, doesn ' t worry about executing
·But the debate may become unavoidable as · victim.
innocent people wrongly convicted.
the Sept. 12 execution date for death row
But in that time. no inmates have been exe"There is a vigorous, well-organized inmate Charles Walker approaches.
cuted because of court appeals and questions
defense bar." he said.
'Tl! be listening to it," Madsen said.
about the constitutionality of Illinois' death
''I'm satisfied that the system provides adeWalker was convicted of murdering a young penalty law.
quate safeguards for fairness and tci protect couple from Mascoutah in southwest Illinois
Last month a U.S. Court of Appeals upheld
against the execution of an innocent person." after robbing the man of $40 for beer. Walker the law. but the Illinois Coalition Against the
But the job still induces inner questioning. For has asked his attorneys to stop appealing his Death Penalty is asking the U.S Supreme
Madsen, the outlet is a part-time graduate death sentence.
Court to overturn the rulin!!:.
· ~ ~ · · - · · · ~ .:-..
•elass in erlminat· justice at DePaul Universi1y · - If tfle execurion is carried <'iut: ·walker wirl · · · ·
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Expos down Cubs 4-1;
Angels top White Sox
MONTREAL (AP) - Dennis
Martinez pitched a four-hitter and
Spike Owen tied the National
League record for consecutive
errorless games in a season by a
shortstop as the Montreal Expos
beat the slumping ·Chicago Cubs
5-1 Monday night.
Tom Foley, starting his third
game at second base in place of
Delino DeShields, had a two-run
triple and an RBI double in support of Martinez (5-4). Martinez
struck out five and walked one
for his third complete game of the
season.
It was Owen ·s 60th straight
game this season without an error,
tying Kevin Elster, who set the
record in 1988 for the New York
Mets. Elster holds the majorleague mark for consecutive
errorless games by a shortstop,
88, set over two seasons.
The American League mark of
72 consecutive errorless games
by a shortstop was set by
Detroit's Ed Brinkman in 1972.
Owen, who has a streak of 64
games without an error over two
seasons, has handled 244 chances
this season without a miscue.
The Cubs have lost seven of
their last eight games.
The Expos took a 2-0 lead in
the second inning when Mike
Harkey (5-3) walked Larry
Walker and Mike Fitzgerald
leading off and Foley followed
with a triple into the right-field
comer.
.
,. After the Cubs got a run m the

fly.
Before the game, the Cubs
placed center fielder Jerome
Walton on the 15-day disabled
list because of broken left hand.

Angels 4, White Sox 1
CHICAGO (AP)-Lance Parrish
drove in three runs with a two-run
homer and a single in support of
Jim Abbott as the California
Angels beat the White Sox 4-1
Monday night, extending
Chicago's losing streak to four
games.
Parrish had an RBI single in a
two-run second inning against
Jack McDowell (3-4) and homered into a 20-mph wind against
Wayne Edwards in the seventh. It
was the fifth straight game in
which the Angels homered and
was the sixth home run this
month by Parrish, who hit a gi:and
slam at Detroit on Sunday.
Abbott (4-5) allowed seven

Roe's

hits, struck out six and walked
one in eight innings. Bryan
Harvey pitched the final inning
for his ninth save. Chicago
scored in the third on a single by
Ozzie Guillen and the first of
two doubles by Sammy Sosa.
But Abbott retired the next three
batters.
The Angels scored twice in
the second. Dave Winfield broke
an 0-for,8 slide with a leadoff
double and scored on a single by
Chili Davis, who advan.ced to
second when left fielder Ivan
Calderon bobbled the ball for an
errnr. Parrish singled to score
Davis.
With one out in the California
seventh, Winfield singled and
scored ahead of Parrish's 13th
homer* The loss matched
Chicago's longest rlide this season. The White Sox also lost four
in a row in April.

Thurs, Fri & Sat

25¢ Drafts & $1° 0 Rail Drink
No Cover

§~··································································
Distinguished Visiting facuity Public Lectur
§ _

•
•••
•••
••
••
••
•
•••
••

- Title: Self-Management
In the Work Place.
Date: June 22, 1990
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Phipps Lecture Hall
Speaker: Marvin Welsbord,
Consultant and partner in Block, Petrella,
Weisbord, Inc.
Sponsored By:
Office of Summer School

Come and Get I-It!

Player, team

G AB R H Pct.

Player, team

G AB

RHendersn Oak
Griffey Sea
Guillen SoxFielder Det
Puckett Minn
Canseco Oak
DParker Mil
EMartinez Sea
GruberTor
Palmeiro Tex

58 213 47 71
66 253 41 83
59 195 23 64
64 227 44 73
62 233 42 75
52 194 43 62
58 225 25 71
60 210 32 66
63 245 46 76
60 234 30 72

Dykstra Phi
Larkin Cin
Dawson Cubs
BHatcher Cin
Sandberg Cubs
TGwynn SD
Gant Atl
Mitchell SF
Bonds Pit
Sabo Cin

59
59
61
55

HOME RUNS-Rielder, Detroit, 25;
Canseco, Oakland, 20; Gruber,
Toronto, 17; McGwire, Oakland, 17;
~ird o~ll! ~~!1~!.si -~B~ :f~riff, Toronto, 13.
~.
iingle, theExpos made 1t !-~ on
RBis-Fielder, Detroit, 61; Gruber;
consecutivd doubles by Fitzgerald Toront, 56; CAnseco, Oakland, 50;
· th .- rth
Bell, Toronto, 45; Leonard, Seattle,
an d F o Iey m e 1ou .
45.
Montreal added a run in the
STRIKEOUTS-Clem.ens, Boston,
seventh when Dave Martinez hit
96; Langston, California, 86; Ryan,
his fifth homer and made it 5-1 in
Texas, 85; RJohnson, Seattle, 80;
Hanson, Seattle, 79.
the eighth on Walker's sacrifice

64

61
53
59
55
56

····~~

~····················································•••i1111111111

All You Can Eat Butte

National League

.333
.328
.328
.322
.322
.320
.316
.314
.310
.308

Summer 1990

••

Major league leaders
American League

Formerly Page On
406 Sixth Stree

240
228
218
221
263
240
186
229
199
227

R H Pct.

46
37
37
37
48
41
40
47

-Pizza
-Spaghetti
-Garlic Bread ·-Salad Bar

89
79
75
75
88
79
60
74

.387
.346
.344
.335
.335
.329
.323
.323
44 64 .322
49 73 .322

HOME RUNS-GDavis, Houston,
19; Sandberg, Cubs, 18; Dawson,
Cubs, 17; Mitchell, SF, 17; Bonilla, Pit,
1.5·
· RBls-MaWilliams, SF, 55;-JCarter,
SD, 54; WClark, SF, 51; Bonilla,
Pittsburgh, 49; Bonds, Pittsburgh, 48;
Dawson, Cubs, 48; GDavis, Houston,
48;
STRIKEOUTS-RMartinez, Los
Angeles, 102; Gooden, New York, 91;
Deleon, St. Louis, 77; Viola, New
York, 73; Cone, New York, 66;

$3.99
Every Tuesday 5-9 p.m.
Children 10 & under eat for $2

Jerry's Pizz
4th & Lincoln

345-284

The Double Deli Dollar Off

OFF Free Delivery
DE l I $1 •OO
.um, Large

THE

D

ON THE SQUARE
615 MONROE
CHARLESTON, IL

\11 r1n. 1 OUSLY DESIGNED FOHC<nl
1 "HI .\Nil I· \SI· THF FIHST CllOll I·
I c >11 I llUSF SFFKl1'C TllEIH FIHS.I
! \l'I 1!11 'Cl \\ 1111 \ Ill Sl'EFIJ BIKI·

Limit one per pizza

1-32 oz. Coke with
delivery of Small or
Medium Pizza. 2-32
oz. Cokes with Large
or X-Large Pizza.

Good for delivery, pick-up or eat in.
HOURS
. Mon-Wed
11 a.m.-12 a.m.
. Thur-Sat
11 a.m.-2 a.m.

___ §~n__________ ie.QJ-.-.JZ.~-.ll1~This Coupon $2.00_off
Tuesday 8t Wednesday Only

-~1_~~~§1

The be~t
introduction to
light.weight
biking fun
and fitness.

Medi
or x-Large Pizza

Riva Razz by Yafnaha
•Lightweight design and peppy engine for fun, easy riding
•Electric starter provides push-button convenience
•Very economical - over 100 miles to the gallon*
•Wide floorboard and padded seat for comfort
•Contemporary, exciting
'
colors
°Mileage figures based on EPA
'9Stlng for ciy riding. Your
mileage may vary, depending on

[:t~~-m.1

Harrison•s
Schwinn
Cyclery
303 Llncoln
345-4223

how you ride.

Was $849.00

·g

In Celebration of Optical Visions
3rd Anniversary ...
We're Offering 5 Great Ways To Save!
complete
Soft Contacts*

$89~~
exam

Complete Tinted
Soft Contacts*

$109,~~~

includes all frames & lens ty
~2nd

Pair
·
. . . Com lete Glasses

save

50°A

Equal or lesser value ... all frames & lens

Aqua - Green - Blue

IJ - - Free
Glasses and
Soft Contacts*

Sale$69900
YAMAHA

We make the difference'

YAMAHA
Riva Razz

N KAWASAKI, YAMAHA

$129~
frames from select group

No other discounts apply. Offers expire 7n/90.
Eyes examined by licensed optometrist.

Parts - Accesespries - Sales - Service

CHARLESTON 345-5100

Ph. 258-8616 •21st and Broadway• Mattoon
Hrs: Tues-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-12, Closed Sun. & Mon.

MATIOON 235-1100

904 E. LINCOLN
CROSS COUNTY MALL

lN 400 coatin

with all compete Glasses
(CR-39 Only)

•All complete contacts include 1 pr. c
tacts , complete exam, cold care kit. '
30 days follow-up care.
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in wins third Open Motivation
INAH (AP) - For Hale
'n, winning the U.S. Open ·
Championship was a matter

2-3.
won it Monday in the first
-death playoff ever used to
· e the American national
pionship.
e won it only after gritty
Donald gave him a second
e with a bogey on the last
of a scheduled 18-hole playnd it was the third U.S.
title for the meticulous,
ulate man who became the
t winner of the tournament
t pros rank as the toughest
game.

Sports corner
"The third's a charm. It's a fabulous feeling.
"Because I'm so old, I feel
blessed," said Irwin, at 45 a year
older than Ray Floyd was in his
1986 Open triumph.
With the 91 st-hole victory,
secured by an 8-foot birdie putt,
he reached a plateau achieved by
only four other men. Willie
Anderson, Bobby Jones, Ben
Hogan and Jack. Nicklaus each
won four Open titles.
No one else has won as many
as three.

anders ·unsure of future
YORK (AP) - When the
ggling New York Yankees
to youth, "Neon" Deion
ders was supposed to heat
up.
But "Freon" Deion is ice cold,
an O-for-24 slump, batting
and facing the possibility of a
to the minors.
·ch is fine for most players,
not Sanders, who also plays
erback for the Atlanta
Sanders has said that if the
kees send him back to
lumbus of the International
gue he wouldn't hesitate to
· h the baseball season in the
cons' training camp, which
sJuly 27.
If Sanders stays with the
ees past that date, he would

be docked on a per diem basis; if
he sat out the entire football season, that amount could jump as
high as 75 percent of the $2 million signing bonus the Falcons
paid him.
On the other hand, leaving the
Yankees would cost Sanders his
salary for the days he missed,
Sanders' baseball agent Barry
Axelrod said on Monday.
Axelrod added that both teams
knew it had always been Sanders'
"privilege and intention" to begin
the football season on time.
But that ·was before a mediocre
rookie season with the Falcons,
combined with a more successful
spring training with the Yankees,
convinced Sanders to give baseball another shot.

homas not under investigation

• From page 12
him bad.
"It's really unfortunate, and it's
·my fault. It's almost to the point
where you have to have a lawyer to
be a coach these days. I think we're
forgetting that sports are for the athletes and the coaches are just old
jocks hanging around because we
love the sports."
Although most of the Panthers'
seasons ended at conference_, standout hurdleman Dan Steele went on
to place fifth in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles at nationals in
Durham, N.C., on June 2.
"He ran three races, and he
broke the varsity record three
times," Moore said of Steele's
preliminary time of 50.51, semifinal time of 50.54 and final time of
50.24.
"It was a great season for Dan
despite an (ankle) injury in the middle of the season. Everyone who
saw him there said he was ferocious, he couldn't be denied.
Hopefully next year he' II be a
national champion."
Instead of relaxing for the summer months, Moore has already
started thinking about next year, a
season that he thinks will be one of
the best in a long time.
"For the first time, I'm going to
predict that we' II take more than
one guy to the Division I National
Championships," Moore said.
"Darrin Steele missed by an eyelash
this year, so he should be in there
next year, and our 4 x 400 meter
relay has a shot.

FREE TO EIU STUDENTS
Who Purchase Tickets to Europe
This year
International Student Exchange ID cards - Value $1 Q.!lil
1 S.E. Card Handbook - Your Travel Friend - Value $2. 201

CALL

CHARLESTON TRAVEL BUREAU
301 W. LINCOLN

345-7731

Student·Memberships

$3500

505 W. Lincoln

• Stair Masters
•Nautilus
• Free Weights
• PTS 1000 Bikes
• Air Dyne Bikes
•Wolf Suntan Bed

348-8883

rMcDonald'SI

I · · on campus · · I
I NOW HIRING I
I 8 a.m.-3shifts
available:
I
p.m. Monday-Friday
L
~
APPLY IN PERSON

~·····································································~
I
faculty Public Lectures§
FARMERS 5Dlsdngulshed Visiting
Summer 1990
5
I

ETROIT (AP) - U.S. can at this time," Markman said.
He said Thomas initiated conttorney Stephen Markman
firmed on Monday that tact with the FBI after a story
troit Pistons guard Isiah about the gambling investigation
omas is not the target of a was aired Friday, and he said
bling investigation or fed- Thomas has fully cooperated in
1criminal charges.
the ongoing investigation.
The report, based on anony"While I am not, of course,
le to describe the details of mous sources, said checks made
y grand jury investigation, . out to Thomas were cashed at a
iven the prominence of grocery store owned by a man
omas and the attention that being investigated for money
is matter has received, I would laundering.
· e to clarify the record as best I

:

MARKET i• .
5
7:30 a.m. 5•
•

¥

Each Wednesday 5 :
CHARLESTON'S SQUARE
For more info~~~~

i11
••

:•

Call

5
:
§

345-6224

Title:
., Date:
Time:
Place:
Speaker:

5

Spiritual Ecology
•
.June 19; f 990" u'J I'!
7:30 p.m.
5•
Booth library
5
""

ru

1

•

~~::~°:':ch, ~

Associate Professor of Business Law,
University of Southwestern Louisiana
Sponsored By:
Office of Summer School

1111!2.~'TY

11111 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ,

Notice to
State of Illinois
Employees

THIS WEEK AT

THIKSTY S
1

TUESDAY -10¢ Drafts
WEDNESDAY - Rail Drinks
20 oz. Super Drafts only 50¢
THURSDAY - 25¢ Drafts
$1.50 Pitchers
DJ - Shooter Bar - Pool

FRIDAY & SATURDAY - 50¢
20 oz. Super Drafts
Open 6 p.m. - 1 a.m. Tuesday- Saturday

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

,

$7.25

Call John at 3713
and wish him a
happy Birthday!

Not Valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm-1 am
2 am on Weekends
1600 Lincoln 345-3400
Expires 6/30/90

Effective July 1, 1990,
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center
will be a provider of the state
Preferred Provider Organization _ _
(PPO) NetworksState Quality Care Health Plan
(Equicor)

SARAH BUSH
LINCOLN

HEALTH CENTER
East Route 16, Mattoon Illinois 61938
Phone (217)348/258-2525

Mosnia_nets keeper;
Hollimon looks to '91
all of its impact players, next
season will probably be a year
in transition.
Eastern 's soccer team made
"I look at next year as a
up for half of its recruiting loss rebuilding year," Hollimon
when goalkeeper Eric Manibog said. "We ' re lacking in key
announced he will be attending positions and in leadership.
Next year is going to be a
Eastern next fall.
Head coach Cizo Mosnia learning year for a lot of the
said that Manibog, who gradu- players and I think some will
ated from Conant High School do a lot of growing up.
in Hoffman Estates, originally
"We· re losing key players
agreed orally to attend Northern right at the meat of our attack.
Illinois but decided on Eastern Filling those holes is harder to
after the Panthers lost one of do than filling the outside positheir top recruits - goalie Jeff tions. I'm not saying we're
gonna have a bad year, but I'm
Stube from St. Louis.
Stube was planning to attend not saying we're going to win
Eastern but did not have a high every game like I said this year.
enough ACT score. Manibog We'll have to work within our
will battle junior David limitations."
Middleton next fall for the
As for his injury, Hollimon is
starting job left vacant by grad- definitely upbeat. He injured
the foot in the summer of 1989
uate Mike Barclay.
Mosnia's main concern now and played the entire fall seawill be finding a replacement son with the broken bone.
for Henry Opoku, a 25-year-old
"It ' s coming along," Holstriker who was also an Eastern limon said. 'Tm going to redrecruit but had to cancel his shirt because it's been coming
plans because he didn't have along good, yet slow. I won't get
enough credits to transfer from the release to play until July, and
Massasoit Junior College in the last time I went to the docBrockton, Mass.
tor, he said I might have to wear
Besides Barclay, the Panthers the (removable) cast another
lost forwards Gary Laidlaw and year. The outlook is still a negaDavid Kompare - who both led tive (on next.season)."
the team in scoring - and
Hollimon added that although
s~e~p~r dteg Muhr to gradua- he will be on the sidelines durtion, leaving huge holes in the ing game time, he will be pracmiddle of the Panther lineup.
ticing with the team all along.
'Tm gonna be practicing and
But perhaps the biggest void
the Panthers will have to fill busting my butt just as if I were
next year is one they didn't playing," Hollimon said. ''I'll
expect to have to fill - the be putting forth the effort. If I
center midfield position. Last can do it without playing, I sure
year's player at the position, as heck know that the other
LeBaron Hollimon, has a bro- _ guys can do it."
ken bone in his foot, will red- Possible replacements · for
shirt next year and play his Hollimon include Steve Baker,
final.year of eligibility in 1991.
who also started at the midHollimon, who resides in fielder position last season,
Wichita, Kan., and started on Dave Glendinning, Terry Dixon
last year's 10-2-2 Panther and any midfield recruits that
squad, said that with the loss of come in.
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN

Sports editor

By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Sports editor

If Eastern 's men's track head
coach Neil Moore could sum up
his teams record-setting performance at the conference track
meet in one word, it would be
motivation.
Moore, who led the Panthers to
their
fourth
consecutive
Association of Mid-Continent
Universities Outdoor Track and
Field Championship May 10-12,
said the main reason for the motivation came from an unlikely
source: another team ' s head
coach.
"We had outstanding motivation, primarily because of coach
Bucknam at Northern Iowa," said
Moore, who suffered a heart
attack in early April but recovered
in time to lead his team to its fifth
conference victory in six years.
Moore said Bucknam, who led
his team to a second-place finish
in the conference meet, reported
two Eastern seniors - John Wells
and Al Oaks - to the NCAA for
supposedly violating a league rule
that states that a team member
can not compete unattached as an
individual at a scoring meet.
Because of Bucknam's actions,
Wells and Oaks did not compete
in the conference meet.
The rule did not come into
effect until this past season,
though, and Bucknam's complaint
stems from a dual meet more than
a year ago at Indiana State.
"That's why I disputed it,"
Moore said. "We could have waited for a ruling from the NCAA,
but we felt it would prolong the
meet. The results wouldn't have
been final.
"I think if we would have
fought it, we would have won. We
withdrew the people. The worst
thing about _it was we had two
seniors out, and that really hurt
us."
. Moore added that Wells and
Oaks were extrememly upset
when they heard the news just a
few days before the meet began.
"Cleverly, (Northern Iowa)

File

Senior decathlete Mike Giesler high jumps in an indoor meet last
ter. Giesler helped the Panthers won their fourth consecutil'e co
ence outdoor title in early May.
didn't do this until the week job.
before it started," Moore said.
"Mike Giesler and
"(Wells and Oaks) were devistat- Gianneschi both had no busi
ed, but they were there and played clearing 13 '9" in the pole v
an important part as cheerleaders. Things like that just show
It really made me sad for them.
what kind of meet it was for u
''It didn't help (Northern Iowa), you look around and see every
in fact it hurt them. We blew them else coming through, aren't
away." ·
going to want to? We had v
The Panthers scored 260 points few disappointments."
in the meet. Northern Iowa finMoore said that although
ished with 167.
loss of Wells and Oaks di
Moore said' that several of his change what the outcome of
athletes stepped up and did better meet would have been, it pr
than even he expected them to, bly did lower the Panther
illustrating the motivation factor.
tqtal..
"Brian Carlson came in second
"Wells was a shoe-in in
in the steeple chase and Sean steeple chase," Moore said.
Gale came in fourth," Moore said. ran against the so-called cha
"Neither of them should have on about two weeks later and
been there, but they did a great
• Continued on page 11

True Cub fans really know how to stick by their tea

...

It's only midJune, but it already
looks like Cub fans
are in for another
long summer of disappointment.
As of Monday
afternoon, the Cubs
stood at 27-38 - 11
games under .500 and were in last
place in the Na- Chris
tional League East,
12
1/2 games Boghossian
behind divisionleading Pittsburgh.
How can this be? The Cubs have one of
the best power hitters in the National League
in Andre Dawson (.346 average, 17 HRs and
48 RBis), arguably the best second baseman
ever to play the game in Ryne Sandberg
(.335, 18 HRs and 43 RBis), one of the
leagues best all-around shortstops in Shawon
Dunston (.312, 10 HRs and 36 RBis) and
one of the best natural hitters of the game in
Mark Grace.
So how can a team with such a potent
offensive lirie up be so bad? Obviously, it's
the pitching.
The Cubs' team ERA was a sickening

4.79 at last week's end. This coming from a
staff that led the Cubs to a division title just
last year.
Greg Maddux, the ace of the staff, is 4-7.
Mitch Williams, the top-notch stopper from
the bullpen, is 1-5 with just nine saves in 29
appearances and is now on the disabled list
after he tripped over first base and twisted
his knee.
Sure, the team gave its fans some hope
last week after winning four straight games,
but then Jost six straight - including two
doubleheaders to the Mets and the Phillies.
This isn't what was supposed to happen.
The Cubs were supposed to be contenders
again, to battle it out with the Cardinals and
the Mets for the division crown. But instead,
the only thing they're in contention for is the
cellar, and the way things are going. they've
definitely got a shot at it.
But look on the south side of town. That,
too, is a surprise. In fact, it's more of a surprise that the White Sox are chasing the A's
for the lead in the American League West
than the Cubs misfortunes at Wrigley.
In their weekend series against the World
Champion A's, the Sox were sold out in
Comiskey for the first time since opening
day in 1984 - six years-plus.
Six years. The last time the ~ox sold out.

Ronald Reagan was in his first tenn as president, Michael Jordan was a rookie and Pete
Rose was innocent. What loyal fans those
White Sox have.
In fact, after the Sox lost 12-3 Saturday,
dropping them to three games out of first
place, the attendance dropped too, from a
sellout Saturday to less than 33,000 Sunday.
Sox fans definitely believe in their team.
Cub fans - at least die-hard Cub fans - are
different. There's something about them that
makes them different from all other fans
across the country. Some call it loyalty, others call it stupidity, but whatever it is, they
are true fans.
I'm not talking about the ones who
jumped in for the ride during the 1984 and
1989 division-winning seasons. I'm not talking about the ones who are now sitting at
Comiskey Park cheering on the other
Chicago baseball team.
I'm talking about the fans who watched
Ernie Banks star at shortstop but never win a
division, the ones who grew up with Jose
Cardinal in the outfield. The real Cub fans
watched until September to see how many
time Dave Kingman would strike out.
The real Cub fans are the ones who complained but stuck by their club when it traded
Bill Madlock. Rick Reuschel and the best

first baseman to wear a Cub unifonn Buckner - for players who turned o
have nothing but "potential."
When the White Sox stop getting
clutch hits, the good pitching and the
bounces - in other words, when the
Sox stop getting lucky - and start falling
ther and further back from the A's,
you'll see how many sellouts they'll
You'll be able to count the number of ·
they draw more than 20,000 fans on
hand.
Cub fans, though, will still be wakin
at 7 a.m. to wait in line for seats in the
row of the left field bleachers at Wrigley.
matter how many games out of first
they will be, the true fans will always
hope.
While the jump-on-the-bandwagon,
weather fans will be waiting for the
season to start, true Cub fans will be at
ballpark cheering for their team, ho
something will happen but. knowing i
back of their minds that one sentence
very familiar sentence with Cub fans sum up their true thoughts: Wait 'til
year.

Chris Boghossian is the sports editorfot
summer edition of The Daily Eastern Ne

